
Winter Pictures 

Slide 1 

Ice entertainment near Alkmaar 
with skaters and kolf or ice hockey 
Original by Hendrick Avercamp in 1619, 
Remaster by Simon Fokke in 1722 - 1784

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-50.709

Slide 2

Figures on the Ice and sledge transport   
Original by Adriaen van de Velde 1636-1672
Remaster by Giovanni Suntach 1754-1842

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-37.410

Slide  3

Flemish landscape with farms in the snow

Original by David Teniers 1610-1690
Remaster by Pierre Louis Surugue in 1750 

In the left foreground two men with a hammer and wheelbarrow. Farms
with a well on the right.

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-74.412

Slide 4

A Skating Race by Rienk Jelgerhuis 1765

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1882-A-6035

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-50.709


Slide 5

Winter landscape with skaters, Rienk Jelgerhuis, 1765

Winter landscape with a woman who fell through the ice. Six men, two
of them lying on the ice, try to pull the woman back onto the ice. 

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1882-A-6031

Slide 6

In winter time, people chase and ride
A. Bouwens 1782-1793

people in a sleigh pulled by a horse. Below: People moving stuff across the ice using
sleds. Under each performance an eight-line verse in two columns.

Hendrik Numan 1761-1804

people on a horse-drawn sleigh. Below: Guys delivering peat. Below each image an eight-line verse in two columns

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-205.585

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-202.624

Slide 7

Winter, Night Fire

The four seasons, times of day and elements

Jacob Cats  1797

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-1992-15

Slide 8

City View in the Winter   Dirk Jan van der Laan, 1790 - 1813 

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/SK-C-171

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-OB-205.585
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-1992-15
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-1882-A-6031


Slide 9

Snow Removal Truck

By Christian Gottfried Heinrich Geißler

Wikicommons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Schneeabfuhrwagen_Geissler_1810.jpg

Slide 10

Horse Sleigh on the Ice

Andries Vermeulen, 1790 - 1814 

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/SK-C-252

Slide 11

Winter landscape with sledding children and various sledges

Johann Christian Klengel, 1761 - 1824 

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-2009-35

Slide 12

Winter: Assembling for Shrove Tuesday, 

Jan van der Meer (II), 1705
Dated 1705, this winter landscape is among the artist’s last works, made in the year of
his death. According to the description in the Witsen sale, it depicts villagers celebrating Shrove Tuesday (‘Vastenavond’), 
even though the figures lack the extreme sense of burlesque usually associated with scenes of carnival.  A group of children 
gather around a woman on a road near cottages. Some of the youngsters carry attributes associated with Shrove Tuesday, 
such as the girl to the right with a long-stemmed pan for making pancakes and the boy in the centre with a waffle iron across
his shoulders. To the left, a masked boy dressed up as Harlequin joins the group. These are standard motifs of Dutch 
carnival illustrations, often used to represent the months of February or March in series of the Twelve Months. 

Rijksmuseum 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-T-1885-A-465

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/collection/RP-P-2009-35
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